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Manual dumpling machine 14-18g/pc micro Vertical hand dumplings making the Pelman machine wrapping machine If you have anything else to understand, please contact us and we will respond to you carefully. Display the product after payment, we will send this blue color to you if you do not accept this color, do not pay. Thanks to Parmater dumplings
making machine Name: Dumplings Making Machine Technical Options: Model : WJ-18 Product Number: GL1100 Weight about: 3.9 kg Size: 238 x 256 x 468mm Speed System Package: Total speed is about 26 pc/min Stuffing bucket capacity 1kg (bags, Contains 90 dumplings) Dumpling weight: 14-18g/pcs Cleaning time: about 5 minutes Customer
Satisfaction: If you choose a method of delivery seller (368.42usd), we will help you arrange shipping by sea and delivery to the nearest seaport! If shipping by sea, after arriving at the seaport destination, the buyer must pay the port fees of the destination (e.g. terminal processing fees, paperwork fees, storage fees, ect), tax to make customs clearance and
pick up the goods. If you choose DHL/ARAMEX/FEDEX,TNT, UPS, ECT, we will help you arrange delivery by international express and direct delivery to your address (DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE)! 1) In order to protect your items and avoid any damage from the shipping process, when you receive the package, buyers should check the package/goods
carefully before signing the receipt of the goods. If there is any damage, please contact your local ARAMEX/DHL/Fedex to ask for complaints and claims or please contact us within 24 hours. Then take photos for the damaged machine and packaging, send us an immediate message, we will help you fix the problems. 3) If you have any concerns about the
product or delivery, please give us the opportunity to resolve any problem. We understand the problems and frustrations that you may have, and we will strive to address these issues. 4) And your feedback is extremely important for our store, If you are satisfied with our product and our server, after you confirm this order, please leave us positive reviews and
5 stars, we will also give you PERFECT 5 STARS, When you evaluate the delivery time of the part please take international transit into account. Your recognition will make us more confident in business development and will serve you better. By clicking Sign, Facebook or Google, you agree to wish terms. Please read the Privacy Policy. This site is protected
by reCAPTCHA and Google Privacy Policies and Conditions of Service apply. By clicking on the Login button, Facebook or Google, you agree to the terms of use wish. Please read the Privacy Policy. This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service The hand-held dumpling machine is a micro vertical hand cranked
dumpling making the household dumpling machine maker's car Price does not include REMOTE FEES. If your shipping address is removed, the buyer must carry it, the seller is the seller don't carry this part of the cost. Parmater dumplings making machine Title: Dumplings Making Machine NW/ GW:4.5/5.5kg Size:238'256'468mm Speed:26pcs/min
Dumplings tank capacity:: 1kg (can make about 90pcs dumplings) Packing system speed: Total speed is about 26 pc/min dumpling weight:14--18g/pcs Net time: about 5 minites Occasion: Hotel, restaurant, at home, Commercial attention When filling the click of the disk is at the bottom of the filling of the trunk, will sound the sound of click every 3 circus
cranks. This click tells you that the drive is at the bottom and there is no need to crank. It is ok. The machine is assembled by professionals, it is very refined. Please do not dismantle the car, it can cause damage to the machine. Ps Please only wash the food contact components that can be dismantled from the main machine. Please do not put the whole car
in the water, which damages the bearings of the car and leads to serious consequences. Imports: We take your order through FedEX/DHL/UPS/TNT in accordance with the actual situation without notice, for example, if you choose free DHL shipping, we can send it via UPS/TNT or other similar express cooney! If your address belongs to the remote
Fedex/DHL/UPS/TNT area, you must pay the square fee, othewise we can't send it. On tax: The buyer pays customs tax/duty. The price does not include any duties or customs taxes, we are not responsible for this. You can consult with the local customs as much as it will be. About Delivery: 1. Usually we use DHL/Fedex/UPS, which will take about 5-7 days
in most countries. 2. We are not responsible for the time of the carrier's transit. This information is provided by the carrier and excludes weekends and bank holidays. Please note that delivery times can vary, especially during peak periods or in unstuous weather conditions. 3. All goods will be shipped directly from our warehouse in China. Feedback: 1. We
guarantee to send you good quality products with our best service. 2. Please leave us positive reviews if you are satisfied with our points and service, thank you very much! Contact us: 1. After you have any questions or complaints, please send us an email to resolve it together. 2. We will take active measures within 24 hours and hope that you have a
pleasant buying process. 3. Thank you so much for your kind understanding. Hand Crank Dumplings Handling Wrapper Machine Hand Dumplings Creating Maching Vertical Homemade Dumplings Machine Price does not include REMOTE FEES. If your shipping address is removed, the buyer must carry it, the seller does not bear this portion of the cost.
Parmater dumplings making machine Title: Dumplings Making Machine NW/ GW:4.5/5.5kg Size:238'256'468mm Speed:26pcs/min Dumpling Tank Stuffing Tank 1kg (can make about 90pcs dumplings) Packing system speed: Total speed is about 26 pc/min dumpling weight:14--18g/pcs Net time: about 5 minites: Hotel Occasion, restaurant, home,
commercial attention When filling the press drive drive At the bottom of the filling trunk, will sound the sound of click every 3 cirles crank. This click tells you that the drive is at the bottom and there is no need to crank. It is ok. The machine is assembled by professionals, it is very refined. Please do not dismantle the car, it can cause damage to the machine.
Ps Please only wash the food contact components that can be dismantled from the main machine. Please do not put the whole car in the water, which damages the bearings of the car and leads to serious consequences. Imports: We take your order through FedEX/DHL/UPS/TNT in accordance with the actual situation without notice, for example, if you
choose free DHL shipping, we can send it via UPS/TNT or other similar express cooney! If your address belongs to the remote Fedex/DHL/UPS/TNT area, you must pay the square fee, othewise we can't send it. We are not responsible for any customs/import tax or VAT caused in the case of the buyer's country, but we will do our best to avoid or reduce the
buyer's customs tax with the low value announced on the invoice. On tax: The buyer pays customs tax/duty. The price does not include any duties or customs taxes, we are not responsible for this. You can consult with the local customs as much as it will be. About Delivery: 1. Usually we use DHL/Fedex/UPS, which will take about 5-7 days in most countries.
2. We are not responsible for the time of the carrier's transit. This information is provided by the carrier and excludes weekends and bank holidays. Please note that delivery times can vary, especially during peak periods or in unstuous weather conditions. 3. All goods will be shipped directly from our warehouse in China. Feedback: 1. We guarantee to send
you good quality products with our best service. 2. Please leave us positive reviews if you are satisfied with our points and service, thank you very much! Contact us: 1. After you have any questions or complaints, please send us an email to resolve it together. 2. We will take active measures within 24 hours and hope that you have a pleasant buying process.
3. Thank you so much for your kind understanding. Understanding.
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